Agency Information

AGENCY: FBI
RECORD NUMBER: 124-10368-10370
RECORD SERIES: HQ
AGENCY FILE NUMBER: 62C-HQ-1029205-1842

Document Information

ORIGINATOR: FBI
FROM: JN
TO: HQ

TITLE:

DATE: 08/12/1998
PAGES: 1

SUBJECTS: JFKARCA OF 1992

DOCUMENT TYPE: PAPER, TEXTUAL DOCUMENT
CLASSIFICATION: Unclassified
RESTRICTIONS: 3
CURRENT STATUS: Redact
DATE OF LAST REVIEW: 02/23/1999

OPENING CRITERIA: INDEFINITE

COMMENTS:
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

Date: 08/12/1998

To: OPCA

Attn: HERU/JFK Task Force
Catherine Lamey,
Room 11144

From: Jackson
FOIPA Section
Contact: Carolyn F. Blanton, Ext. 7540

Approved By: Turner Michael D

Drafted By: Blanton Carolyn F:cfb

Case ID #: 62C-HQ-1029205 (Pending)

Title: JOHN F. KENNEDY RECORDS COLLECTION
ACT OF 1992 (The Act)

Synopsis: Additional searches completed.

Reference: 62C-HQ-1029205 Serial 490

Enclosures: Search slips completing additional searches.

Details: Per telephonic instructions from HQ additional searches have been completed and the search slips are enclosed.
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Enclosures